Here Q denotes a linear transformation of determinant 1, F is a fundamental region with respect to the subgroup of unimodular transformations of determinant 1, and /x(^) is the invariant measure on the space of linear transformations with determinant 1, defined by C. L. Siegel [5] , normalized so that (4) fdM(fi) = l.
A0 denotes the lattice of points with integral coordinates. Theorem 4 will be used to prove Theorem 5 which is an improvement of the Minkowski-Hlawka Theorem. We also prove two existence theorems which are in a certain sense converses of the MinkowskiHlawka Theorem (Theorem 6 and Theorem 7).
The author is very indebted to the referee who pointed out some errors of the originally submitted paper and made useful suggestions. The originally stated Theorem 1 was wrong.
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We define for O^j^k^n, 
Thus, if /j is odd, we obtain the following: If wis even, then AZ~*+1) ^0, (-l)m+1=-1, and so^^O; if wis odd, then^™-(,,+1,^0, (-1)»+1 = 1, and so ^g0. Proof of Lemma 2. First we consider the case when (7a) and (8a) hold. We may assume that 02<+i = 02<. Then, using partial summation and Lemma 1, we have
Now the right side is less than or equal to 0, if h is odd, or if h~m.
So (9a) is true. Similarly (7b) and (8b) imply (9b). (14) remains to be proved. (14) implies that both sides of (13) are finite.
We evidently have In (19) we mean that the inequality holds, if the right hand side is finite. We estimate the sum on the right hand side. We derive upper bounds (A) for the terms with g = l and (B) for terms with o>l.
( 
< (5/2)*-i2*+i-»y*-1 < 542-"F*-1.
By (19), (20) and (21) (k-l)\ 3. Proof of Theorem 4. Assume that (1) is satisfied. If h is odd and h<n, we infer from Theorem 1 that fa(QA0)dp(fi) 2; 1 + E(-l)* f Tk(QA0)dfi(il) Using the Taylor expansion of e~v with a remainder after h-\-l terms, we see that this implies that I a(flA0)dp(O)
•J F * p*-i yh+i 2 e-y -E [3*(3/4)"/2 + 5*2-"]-
If g is even and g<w, we obtain, in a similar way /« y*-i 70+1 «(fiA0)dp ( (A+l)!
Using (24) and (25) in (22) we obtain R < 6(3/4)"'^ + Vn-1n-"+1ev+n.
A similar argument shows that R > -6(3/4)n'2e47 -Vn-ln-n+1ev+n.
A combination of these inequalities gives (3) and proves Theorem 4.
Theorem 5 (Improvement of the Minkowski-Hlawka Theorem). Let S be a Borel set, not containing the origin 0. Suppose 1 1 (26) F = -n log 4/3-log 3. 8 2
Then there exists an admissible lattice A with determinant 1.
In the original Minkowski-Hlawka Theorem there is F<1 instead of (26). It was first proved by E. Hlawka [l] . In the meantime it was proved to be true for F<2/(l+21-")(l+31_n) by the author [4] and for F^re1/2/6 if re is sufficiently large by C. A. Rogers [3] .
Proof of Theorem 5. We may assume that XES implies -X(£S. We may also assume re=il3, because if re<13, then (26) yields F<1, and the theorem is true. (26) implies (1). Hence (2) and (3) hold. Then there exists a lattice A with determinant 1 which is S-admissible, but not T-admissible.
Proof of Theorem 6. We may assume that I£5 yields -XQS.
Then never both XE5UT and -XG5UT. We introduce Si = S,
Si^S^UT. We may assume that equality holds in the second equation Consequently, there exists a lattice A such that £™i otj(K) =0 and A is not admissible for any Sj.
